Backpropagation artificial neural network classifier to detect changes in heart sound due to mitral valve regurgitation.
The phonocardiograph (PCG) can provide a noninvasive diagnostic ability to the clinicians and technicians to compare the heart acoustic signal obtained from normal and that of pathological heart (cardiac patient). This instrument was connected to the computer through the analog to digital (A/D) converter. The digital data stored for the normal and diseased (mitral valve regurgitation) heart in the computer were decomposed through the Coifman 4th order wavelet kernel. The decomposed phonocardiographic (PCG) data were tested by backpropagation artificial neural network (ANN). The network was containing 64 nodes in the input layer, weighted from the decomposed components of the PCG in the input layer, 16 nodes in the hidden layer and an output node. The ANN was found effective in differentiating the wavelet components of the PCG from mitral valve regurgitation confirmed person (93%) to normal subjects (98%) with an overall performance of 95.5%. This system can also be used to detect the defects in cardiac valves especially, and other several cardiac disorders in general.